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NUCLEI WITH CHARGES Z > OR EOUAL TO 2 IN LARGE

SOLAR PLARES AFTER THE PROCESS OF' TNEIR

ACCELERATION

N.N. Volodichev, B.M. Kuzhevsky, O.Yu. Nechaev, II.A. Savenko]
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Abstract. q'he available experimental data obtained from ground-
based neutron monitors and from satellites suggest %hat the pro-
tons with energies of up to several GeV should be retained on

the Sun afier the process of their accelera%lon, rl_he protons are

on the average retained for 15 min, irrespectively of the solar

flare heliolah%ude and of the accelerated parilcle energy ranging

from i00 MeV %o several GeV. One of the explanation for the

phenomenon is that %he pal_icles are retained in a magnetic trap
formed in a solar active region. However, there does not exlsi

information on how the nuclei with charges Z >i2, whose fraction

In the Sun's atmosphere is _ 10%, blhave during %he retention %l-

me. tl_he Prognoz experiments failed to find any Z >I2 nuclel of

solar origin during large solar flares, tl_he upper limit of the num-
ber of such nuclei does noi exceed 1% of the number ofa500MeV

solar protons and may be accounted (or by the features of the

experimental methods, tl_he absence of the 2500 MeV/nucleon nuc-

lei with Z >_ 2 may be due %o %belt retention in the magnetic trap

which also retains the hlgh-energy protons. During the trapping

time (15 mln on the average) the >_500 MeV/nucleon nuclei wlfh
Z>1 2 may escape due %o nuclear interactions and ionizationloss.
In this case the H concentration should be _ 1012 cm -3, which Is
observed in the lower chromosphere.

1.Introduction.q_he period between the moments of genera-
%Ion of particles in a flare and their emergence In interplanetary
space IS understood here to be the hme of particle retenhon by
the flare.The particle generation moment Is mean% to be onset
tlme of the tad/o, X-ray, and gamma-ray emtsslons. If a parhcular
event is rapld, the flme of electromagnetic radiation maximum is
taken to be the particle generation moment.

"l_hetlme of accelerated-particle runaway to the interplane-
tary space was determined ,n /i,2/ using the informatlon concer-
nln_O the tlme of the flrstarrival of the >_100 MeV and _500 MeV
protons at the Earth. Considering that the diffusive mode of par-
tlcle propagation does not get stationary as yet and maklnO= the
natural assumptions that the >_100 MeV and >_500 MeV particles
are injected 1o the interplanetary space slmultaneonsly and tra-
verse %he same path by the moment of their detection, we may
flnd the moment of particle runaway to interplanetary space using
the kuown time of the inihal detection of the >_500 MeV and
_i00 MeV protons.

2. Results and discussion. The table below presents the
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Abstract. The avallable experlmental data obtaIned from ground
based neutron monItors and from satell1tes suggest that the pro
tons with energies of up to several GeV should be retained on 
the Sun after the process of their accelerabon. The protons are 
on the average retaIned for 15 min, lrrespecbvely of the solar 
flare heliolahtude and of the accelerated partIcle energy rangIng 
from 100 MeV to several GeV. One of the explanatIon for the 
phenomenon IS that the partIcles are retained in a magnebc trap 
formed tn a solar acbve region. However, there does not eXIst 
Information on how the nuclel wlth charges Z ~ 2, whose fractlOn 
In the Sun's atmosphere 1S ~ 100/0, b1have dur1ng the retenhon h
me. The Prognoz experiments failed to find any Z ~ 2 nucleI of 
solar origIn durIng large solar flares. The upper hmlt of the num
ber of such nuclei does not exceed 1% of the number of;;, 500 MeV 
solar protons and may be accounted for by the featUres of the 
experimental methods. The absence of the ~ 500 MeV/nucleon nuc
lei with Z.:;;.. 2 may be due to thelr retentIon In the magnetic trap 
WhICh also retains the hlgh-energy protons. DUrlng the trapplng 
time (15 mIn on the average) the:;<!; 500 MeV/nucleon nucleI WIth 
Z ~ 2 may escape due to nuclear Interactions and ionIzation loss. 
In this case the H concentratIon should be ~ 1012 cm-3 , whlch IS 
observed in the lower chromosphere. 

1. Introduction. The perIod between the moments of genera
tIon of particles In a flare and theIr emergence In Interplanetary 
space IS understood here to be the time of particle retentIon by 
the flare. The parbcle generabon moment IS meant to be onset 
time of the radlo, X-ray, and gamma-ray em!SSlons. If a particular 
event IS rapId, the bme of electromagnehc radIatIon maXImum is 
taken to be the partIcle generatIon moment. 

The tIme of accelerated-particle runaway to the Interplane
tary space was determIned In /1, 2/ USIng the Information concer
ning the time of the flrst arrIval of the ~ 100 MeV and:;:, 500 MeV 
protons at the Earth. Conslderlng that the dIffusIve mode of par
tIcle propagatIon does not get stationary as yet and makIng the 
natural assumptions that the ~100 MeV and p 500 MeV particles 
are lnjected to the Interplanetary space slmultaneonsly and tra
verse the same path by the moment of theIr detection, we may 
flnd the moment of particle runaway to Interplanetary space USIng 
the kuown time of the Initial detection of the ~ 500 MeV and 
~100 MeV protons. 

2. Results and dISCUSSIon. The table below presents the 
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various data for the events detected on board Prognoz satellites.
The main conclusion followlng from the data is that the moment of
particle Injectlon %o the Interplanetary space Is delayed relative
to the particle generatlon moment, irrespectively of whether %he
microwave radio, X-ray, or gamma-ray emlssion maximum times are
taken to be the particle generaflon moment. The delays vary from
several mlnutes to several fens of minutes for dlfferentevents.

Flg. 1 shows the results of analyzing the dependence of the
delay on the flare heliolahtude. The dark circles show the measu-
rement results of /3/,the light Clrcles are the Prognoz measure-
ments. It may be concluded that in case of %he Sun's western
hemisphere the delay is independent of flare longitude. "I_hedela-
ys for most of the events range from 10 to 20 min. "I'he comparl-
son between the delays inferred from the satelliteand neutron
monltors data shous %ha% the delay is also independent of particle
energy in the 100 MeV-2 CTeV range.

Table
The delays of the_ i00 MeV and>._500 MeV solar protons

injections to interplanetary space relativeto the maxima of the
microwave radio, X-ray, and gamma-ray emJsslons

Ep _ i00 MeV, >_500 MeV _p_2 GeV
N

Helio-
Ref. Date Region coordl- b-_lare Delay, Delay,

Mc Math hates class Satellite rain rain/3/

1 /I/ JulJ?7, 8362 2B Proton-3 _<20 24+5
1966

2 /I/ July 22, 11976 Post-limb - Prognoz-2 0+12 -
1972 ? flare

3 /1/ Aug. 4, 11976 3B Prognoz-2 17+4 -
1972

4 /I/ Aug. 7, 11976 3B Prognoz-2 _6 9+3
1972

5 /i/ April29, 12322 2B Prognoz-3 ---40 40+3
1973

6 /i/ Sept. 24, 14942 Post-llmb - Prognoz-6 4-8 10+3
1977 or ? flare

14943

7 /i/ Nov. 22, 15031 2B IDrognoz-6 24+5 9+3
1977

8 /2/ April i, 17539 2B-3BPrognoz-8 60+10 -
1981

9 /2/ April 4, 17539 3B Prognoz-8 22+2 -
1981

10 April 10, 17568 2B-3B Prognoz-8 13+3 -
1981

3. Discussion. "l_wo reasons for the particle delays may be
_ndlcated. The firstis the particle retention In closed magnitic
fields of solar active regions /4/.The second reason is %hat the
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various data for the events detected on board Prognoz satel11tes. 
The main conclusion followIng from the data is that the moment of 
partIcle InJechon to the Interplanetary space IS delayed relahve 
to the particle generation moment, irrespectively of whether the 
microwave radio, X-ray, or gamma-ray emIssion maXlmum hmes are 
taken to be the particle generahon moment. The delays vary from 
several mInutes to several tens of minutes for dIfferent events. 

Flg. 1 shows the results of analyzing the dependence of the 
delay on the flare heholahtude. The dark clrcles show the measu
rement results of /3/, the light cIrcles are the Prognoz meaSUI"e
ments. It may be concluded that m case of the Sun's western 
hemisphere the delay IS independent of flare longitude. The dela
ys for most of the events range from 10 to 20 min. The comparI
son between the delays Inferred from the satel11te and neutron 
monItors data shous that the delay IS also Independent of partIcle 
energy m the 100 MeV - 2 GeV range. 

Table 
The delays of the ~ 100 MeV and>r- 500 MeV solar protons 

Injections to Interplanetary space relahve to the maxima of the 
mIcrowave radIO, X-ray, and gamma-ray emlSSlons 

Ep ~ 100 MeV, >r- 500 MeV IEp~2 GeV 
N 

Region 
Helio-

Flare Delay, Delay, Ref. Date coordl- Satellite McMath 
nates 

class min min /3/ 

1 /1/ July 7, 8362 2B Proton-3 .620 24.±.5 
1966 

2 /1/ July 22, 11976 Post-11mb - Prognoz-2 0+12 -
1972 ? flare 

3 /1/ Aug. 4, 11976 3B Prognoz-2 17+4 -
1972 

4 /1/ Aug. 7, 11976 3B Prognoz-2 ~6 9+3 -1972 
5 /1/ AprIl 29, 12322 2B Prognoz-3 ~40 40+3 

1973 
6 /1/ Sept. 24, 14942 Post-lImb - Prognoz-6 4+8 10+3 

1977 or ? flare 
14943 

7 /1/ Nov. 22, 15031 2B Prognoz-6 24+5 9+3 -1977 
8 /2/ Aprll 1, 17539 2B-3B Prognoz-8 60.±.10 -

1981 
9 /2/ Aprll 4, 17539 3B Prognoz-8 22+2 --1981 

10 AprIl 10, 17568 2B-3B Prognoz-8 13+3 -
1981 

3. DIScusslon. Two reasons for the particle delays may be 
mdlcated. The fIrst IS the particle retenhon In closed magnltic 
fields of solar active regIOns /4/. The second reason is that the 
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Fig. i. The high-energy solar proton delays

versus flare hellolongltude

delay may correspond to the hme interval between the accelerati-

ons from low %0 hlgh-energies. The gamma-ray llne emlsslon and
the X-rays from the flares are generated by particles with ener-
gles of several MeV /5/,whereas the particle delays were deter-
mined for [he >wl00 MeV and >_500 MeV protons. In case of neut-
ron monitors, the mean effective energy is some 1 GeV. The enti-
re solar cosmic ray spectrum was found in a flare region, where-
as the time intervals between the moments of the emergence of
low-energy protons and the associate gamma-ray hne emission
and high-energy protons are determlned by the rate of energy ga-
in. The >i30 MeV gamma-ray data and the flare-generated neutron
detection /6/ lndlcaLe that the period within which the particles
are accelerated up io hundreds and thousands of MeV may not
exceed a minute.

It is not excluded, however, that the parilcles are accelera_
ted in the solar corona or even in the interplanetary medium by
the moving shocks. In such cases the time interval between the
electromagnetic radlaLion generation and the hl_h-energy particle
generation may reach tens of minutes.

I% should be noted %hat the solar nuclei Z >I2 and energies
>_500 MeV/nucleon were not in practlce detected in large solar
flares. "l_heupper hmlt for the number of such nuclei relative to
the >_500 MeV protons was found to be a fraction of one percent
in the Prognoz data, and this level may well be accounted for by
the me%hodlcal features of the experimental design.
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F1g. 1. The hlgh-energy solar proton delays 
versus flare heholong1tude 
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delay may correspond to the tIme 1nterval between the accelerah
ons from low to h1gh-energ1es. The gamma-ray 11ne em1SS1on and 
the X-rays from the flares are generated by partIcles with ener
gles of several MeV /5/, whereas the partIcle delays were deter
m1ned for the ~ 100 MeV and:p 500 MeV protons. In case of neut
ron monltors, the mean effective energy IS some 1 GeV. The enh
re solar cosmic ray spectrum was found 1n a flare reg1on, where
as the tIme 1ntervals between the moments of the em ergence of 
low-energy protons and the associate gamma-ray 11ne em1SS1on 
and h1gh-energy protons are determ1ned by the rate of energy ga
m. The ~ 30 MeV gamma-ray data and the flare-generated neutron 
detection /6/ md1cate that the perlOd w1thm Wh1Ch the partIcles 
are accelerated up to hundreds and thousands of MeV may not 
exceed a minute. 

It IS nof excluded, however, that the parhcles are accelera
ted In the solar corona or even 1n the 1nterplanetary medium by 
the mov1ng shocks. In such cases the time Interval between the 
electromagnetic radlatlon generahon and the hlgh-energy particle 
generation may reach tens of mlnutes. 

It should be noted that the solar nuclel Z ~ 2 and energIes 
;;;: 500 MeV/nucleon were not In practice detected In large solar 
flares. The upper 11mlt for the number of such nuclel relahve to 
the ~ 500 MeV protons was found to be a fraction of one percent 
in the Prognoz data, and thlS level may well be accounted for by 
the methodlcal features of the experlmental deslgn. 
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If may be assumed that the solar nuclei with Z >_-2(mainly
the He nuclei), just as the solar protons, are retalned in a mag-
netic trap and, within the retention time ('_15rain)are los% for
nuclear collisions and ionization.From the gamma-ray data It fol-
lows that the density of matter in the gamma-ray prodactlon region
is n_1012 cm-3. "l_henthe total thickness of matter traversed by
He nuclei within 15 rain Is X_20 gcm -2, I.e. exceeds the nuclear
and ionization paths of He nuclei in hydrogen. But the protons
with energies of up %0 _200 MeV must also be los% within the sa-
me period, the fact that must affect the solar proton energy spect-
rum In this energy range.

If the acceleration is assumed to take place up to the same
rigid,tles,the flux of nuclei wlth Z>_-2 and E_ 500 MeV/nucleon
should be compared with the _ 1,4 GeV proton flux of the same
ngldlty.

4.Conclusion. It should be noted in conclusion that the delay
of hlgh-energy proton runaway from the Sun and the absence of
hlgh-energy nuclei with Z >I2 found by the Pro_noz measurements
during large solar flutes may be combined within a umfled model
relevant to particle retention in a magnetic trap located in an ac-
tlve region on the Sun. In thls case, however, the solar proton
energy spectrum should exhibit a feature at _ 200 MeV. At the
same time, ifthe charged par%icles are accelerated In large flares
up to a certaln rlgldlty,one must compare between the fluxes of
protons and heavler nuclel of the same r.gldzb_r.If in thls case the
solar partlcle flux ratio replicates the solar atmospheric composl-
tlon,the delay of the particle runaway from the Sun may be ex-
plalned by, for example, a durable acceleration mechanism.
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It may be assumed that the solar nucleI with Z ~ 2 (mainly 
the He nucleI), just as the solar protons, are retaIned In a mag
netic trap and, wlthm the retention time ("'15 min) are lost for 
nuclear collisIons and ionIzation. From the gamma-ray data It fol
lows that the densIty of matter In the gamma-ray prodachon reglOn 
is n~ 1012 cnr3 • Then the total thIckness of matter traversed .by 
He nucleI wIthIn 15 mIn IS X ~ 20 g cm-2 , I.e. exceeds the nuclear 
and ionlzahon paths of He nucleI in hydrogen. But the protons 
wIth energIes of up to ~ 200 MeV must also be lost wIthIn the sa
me period, the fact that must affect the solar proton energy spect
rum In thls energy range. 

If the acceleration IS assumed to take place up to the same 
rigidlhes, the flux of nuclei WIth Z ~ 2 and E ~ 500 MeV/nucleon 
should be compared WIth the ~ 1,4 GeV proton flux of the same 
rIgIdIty. 

4. ConcluslOn. It should be noted in conclusIon that the delay 
of hIgh-energy proton runaway from the Sun and the absence of 
hIgh-energy nucleI WIth Z ~ 2 found by the Prognoz measurements 
during large solar flures may be combIned WIthIn a umfled model 
relevant to parhcle retenhon in a magnehc trap located In an ac
hve regIon on the Sun. In thIS case, however, the solar proton 
energy spectrum should exhIbIt a feature at - 200 MeV. At the 
same hme, If the charged parhcles are accelerated in large flares 
up to a certaIn rIgIdIty, one must compare between the fluxes of 
protons and heaVIer nucleI of the same rIgIdIty. If In thIS case the 
solar parhcle flux raho rephcates the solar atmosphenc composl
hon, the delay of the parhcle runaway from the Sun may be ex
plaIned by, for example, a durable accelerahon mechanIsm. 
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